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Summary
In the field of wireless multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communications, remarkable
capacity enhancements may be achieved in certain environments relative to single-antenna systems. In
a non-line of sight (NLOS) environment with rich multipath, the capacity potential is typically very good,
but in a line of sight (LOS) environment with a high Rician -factor, the capacity improvement may be
severely limited or almost disappear. The objective of the research described in this dissertation has
been to develop a more thorough understanding of the capacity limitations of MIMO in a LOS
environment and explore methods to improve that capacity. It is known that for a LOS link with a given
range, an optimal antenna configuration, which usually involves large antenna spacings, can be
computed to maximize the capacity. A method is here proposed for achieving near-maximum MIMO
capacity in LOS environments with suboptimal array configurations. Suboptimal arrays may include small
antenna spacings and/or arrays rotated off normal. The method employs single-antenna full-duplex,
amplify-and-forward relays, otherwise known as "wireless repeaters." We have designated this concept
repeater-assisted capacity enhancement (RACE) for MIMO. Potential applications include towermounted or building-top cellular backhaul and high-speed wireless bridge links (explored in Chapter 5)
and ground-to-air sensor network backhaul links and base-to-mobile links in a cellular configuration
(explored in Chapter 7).
We have analyzed this concept in simulation for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint links and
have found the following critical parameters for system design and deployment: orientation, antenna
spacing, and antenna patterns of the transmit (TX)/receive (RX) MIMO arrays; and position, noise figure,
TX/RX isolation, and antenna patterns associated with the repeater(s). Simulation results for an
MIMO link demonstrate nearly a factor of
input single-output (SISO) link using

improvement in capacity relative to a singleoptimally placed wireless repeaters supporting the link.

xvi

Other portions of analysis presented include the development of a determinant-based metric
for capacity ( ) and an exploration of upper and lower bounds of capacity as a function of . The
position of repeaters is analyzed theoretically and a metric introduced based on

intended to quickly

and intuitively determine optimal positions for repeaters assisting a given MIMO link based on TX/RX
node steering vectors.

xvii

Chapter 1: Introduction
In the field of wireless multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communications, remarkable
capacity enhancements may be achieved in certain environments relative to single-antenna systems. In
a non-line of sight (NLOS) environment with rich multipath, the capacity potential is typically very good,
but in a line of sight (LOS) environment with a high Rician -factor, the capacity improvement may be
severely limited or almost disappear. The objective of the research described in this dissertation has
been to develop a more thorough understanding of the capacity limitations of MIMO in a LOS
environment and explore methods to improve that capacity. It is known that for a LOS link with a given
range, an optimal antenna configuration, which usually involves large antenna spacings, can be
computed to maximize the capacity. A method is here proposed for achieving near-maximum MIMO
capacity in LOS environments with suboptimal array configurations. Suboptimal arrays may include small
antenna spacings and/or arrays rotated off normal. The method employs single-antenna full-duplex,
amplify-and-forward relays, otherwise known as "wireless repeaters." We have designated this concept
repeater-assisted capacity enhancement (RACE) for MIMO. Potential applications include towermounted or building-top cellular backhaul and high-speed wireless bridge links (explored in Chapter 5)
and ground-to-air sensor network backhaul links and base-to-mobile links in a cellular configuration
(explored in Chapter 7).
We have analyzed this concept in simulation for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint links and
have found the following critical parameters for system design and deployment: orientation, antenna
spacing, and antenna patterns of the transmit (TX)/receive (RX) MIMO arrays; and position, noise figure,
TX/RX isolation, and antenna patterns associated with the repeater(s). Simulation results for an
MIMO link demonstrate nearly a factor of
input single-output (SISO) link using

improvement in capacity relative to a singleoptimally placed wireless repeaters supporting the link.
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Other portions of analysis presented include the development of a determinant-based metric
for capacity ( ) and an exploration of upper and lower bounds of capacity as a function of . The
position of repeaters is analyzed theoretically and a metric introduced based on

intended to quickly

and intuitively determine optimal positions for repeaters assisting a given MIMO link based on TX/RX
node steering vectors.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the origin of the problem explored here and a discussion of
relevant research utilized by or relevant to the author’s studies. Chapter 3 explores the optimal form of
a MIMO channel matrix and lays the foundation for much of the subsequent investigations. In
developing this framework, a determinant-based metric is introduced, whose relationship to the
capacity is explored theoretically in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 introduces a repeater-assisted concept for
improving MIMO capacity in a LOS environment and explores repeater position and other system
parameters for a 2x2 point-to-point link. Chapter 6 extends this analysis to a general
supported by

link

repeaters and introduces a general positioning metric. Chapter 7 extends the

analysis of Chapter 5 to consider a point-to-multipoint link. Chapter 8 discusses conclusions.
Novel contributions described in this work include:
1) a novel development of the optimal form of a MIMO channel matrix;
2) the development of a determinant-based metric ( ) for analyzing MIMO capacity;
3) a theoretical analysis of upper and lower capacity bounds as a function of ;
4) a repeater-assisted capacity enhancement (RACE) method for enhancing LOS MIMO capacity;
5) a detailed simulation-based analysis of repeater position using RACE for a given point-to-point
link configuration;
6) a theoretical analysis of repeater position for a general

MIMO link;

7) a position-based metric and method of repeater placement; and
2

8) an investigation of RACE for point-to-multipoint links with a discussion of the impact of system
parameters on coverage size and robustness.
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Chapter 2: Origin and History of the Problem
2.1.

LOS MIMO

MIMO technology has been revolutionary in its ability to increase capacity and/or improve the
robustness of a wireless communication link. Originally conceived in the mid-1990s, MIMO
communication research became a field of intense interest following the publication of [2] in 1998 that
demonstrated, from an information theory perspective, phenomenal capacity improvements using
multiple antennas at both ends of a communication link relative to single-antenna links. In that seminal
paper, capacities were derived for multiple-antenna systems based on Shannon’s work in [1]. For
channel gain coefficients derived from zero mean independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex
Gaussian random variables (i.e. Rayleigh fading), ergodic capacities are found to far exceed those of SISO
systems by approximately a factor of , where

is the smallest value of the number of antennas for one

of the nodes in a point-to-point link. In other words, using an
RX antennas,

the number of TX antennas, and

system where

is the number of

, the capacity relative to a 1x1 (SISO)

system can potentially be improved by approximately a factor of

[2-3].

A basic diagram of a 4x4 MIMO system is shown in Figure 1. Each TX antenna couples some
amount of energy to each RX antenna through direct line-of-sight, scattering, reflections, diffraction,
and so on, such that the net effect is a single complex channel gain for each TX/RX antenna pair
assuming a flat-fading channel. Although some analyses consider the effect of frequency-selective
channels [4-6], many rely on narrow signal bandwidths, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM), or other assumptions to limit the analysis to flat fading. A channel matrix (often denoted ) is
composed of these
where

is the

complex gains such that a system equation may be written as
received signal vector,

is the

4

transmitted signal vector, and

,
is the

RX noise term. From this system equation, it may be observed that the channel matrix
rank if one desires to recover

must be full

from .

RX
Antennas

Wireless
Channel

TX
Antennas

MIMO
Receiver

MIMO
Transmitter

Channel
Matrix (H)
Figure 1. 4x4 MIMO System Diagram.
To achieve such high capacities over a MIMO link relative to a SISO system, MIMO technology
usually relies on statistically uncorrelated channel coupling in order to effectively retrieve the
multiplexed transmitted data. This statistical independence assumption may be valid in an environment
where a large number of multipath copies of the transmitted signals are coupled into the RX antennas,
which yields the common Rayleigh fading assumption. Channels that experience high correlation
between channel gain coefficients are usually thought to have lower capacities. LOS channels have often
been included in this category because their channel gains are highly inter-dependent and they often
experience degraded capacities. However, “correlation” cannot properly be applied to these channels
since they are increasingly deterministic as the Rician -factor increases, with channel gains based
almost solely on the physical configuration of the link. Although low capacities are common in LOS, a
substantial body of research concludes that certain configurations can achieve the maximum capacity
[7-19] by ensuring the channel matrix is full rank. One result is the derivation of an optimal inter-

5

element antenna spacing [9-11] for a given link’s range and frequency. When the MIMO arrays have this
optimal spacing, the channel is orthogonalized and the maximum MIMO capacity is achieved. This
spacing, however, may be quite large for some applications as the range between transmitter and
receiver grows.

2.2.

LOS Channel Matrix Study

In support of such research, the author has explored optimal forms for a LOS channel matrix,
which serve to explain how phase differences resulting from path length difference can improve the
multiplexing gain [18]. This analysis is outlined in Chapter 3. This chapter also discusses how a channel
matrix for a given configuration may be altered by designing an appropriate phase response for the
system’s antennas. Such a phase response would serve to enhance the capacity gains achieved by an
appropriate configuration based on the results of the previously cited studies. The design of such a
phase-constrained antenna array is left as an open problem to the research community.

2.3.

Repeaters for MIMO Capacity Enhancement

The author further proposes the use of wireless repeaters operating as “active reflectors” to
achieve the desired phasing of the channel response and improve the richness of the multipath
environment [19], and explores the concept through modeling and simulation in Chapters 5-7. The use
of these repeaters effectively reduces the Rician -factor without blocking the LOS component, thus
making the channel matrix orthogonal, when implemented properly. This concept may serve to improve
the MIMO capacity for configurations with suboptimal inter-element antenna spacings.

2.4.

Current Repeater Usage

Repeaters are typically used in cellular, WiFi, and other wireless applications to extend the range
of coverage or to illuminate areas that would otherwise have weak signal reception because of blockage
or other fading problems [20-27]. In such configurations, the repeater may 1) mix the signal it receives
6

to another channel or band before it relays it, 2) buffer the signal in time and use a second time slot to
relay the signal (half-duplex repeater), or 3) relay the signal on the same frequency at the same time it
receives it (full-duplex repeater). This third type of repeater is sometimes called an “on-frequency
repeater” and will be considered for this analysis.
An important parameter of repeaters is isolation, which specifies the attenuation in the
feedback path from the repeater’s output port to its input port. The first two repeater types listed above
use frequency and time to ensure sufficient TX/RX isolation so that the repeater gain necessary for
effective operation won’t cause the repeater to become unstable. While these types could be
considered, the use of extra time and/or spectrum would reduce the effective capacity of the system.
With on-frequency repeaters, other means must be used to ensure sufficient isolation. Spatially
separated directional antennas (one for relay input, one for relay output), circulators, and obstructions
may be used for this purpose. Some studies have proposed using a repeater that injects a low-power
signal into the relayed signal, which can be used to estimate the feedback channel. This estimation can
then be used to back off the amplifier gain or attempt to filter out the feedback path to ensure stability
[24-25]. Other methods have also been proposed to enhance the isolation by filtering the feedback
channel using gain dithering and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) reconfigurable parasitics [2627].

2.5.

Cooperative Communications

The type of repeater we propose for use has also been called a “full-duplex amplify-and-forward
(AF) relay” in the context of cooperative communications. Cooperative communications is a relatively
new field of research [28-42] that assumes cooperation among the nodes in a network in order to share
antennas and create a “virtual MIMO array.” If implemented properly, such cooperation may enable a
single-antenna node to dramatically increase the diversity of the link to its intended receiver by
leveraging other nodes, which act as relays. Although the earliest information theory research on
7

cooperative diversity was based on full-duplex relaying [28-29], almost all of the more recent work
assumes half-duplex relays [30-31]. In particular [32-34] address a problem similar to the case
investigated here: that of using AF relays to assist a rank-deficient MIMO channel, but they also assume
half-duplex operation. Half-duplex operation has been assumed necessary because sufficient isolation
for full-duplex operation is considered too difficult to achieve [35]. In rich multipath environments
consistent with Rayleigh fading channel coefficients, on-frequency relay isolation will certainly be
difficult if not impossible to achieve because of the coupling through the multipath.
In the proposed analysis, however, we restrict our attention to free-space channels or Rician
channels with a high K-factor, such as might be encountered in building-top or tower-mounted longdistance MIMO microwave links. For such applications, the use of directional antennas on the repeater
(or relay) is reasonable and sufficient measured isolations are available [20-22].

8

Chapter 3: Analyzing the Channel Matrix Form
The author began to investigate the problem of limited MIMO capacity in a LOS environment by
exploring the channel matrix form to determine what might be done to influence the channel to yield a
higher MIMO capacity [18]. The following analytical model is used for the investigation.
The Shannon capacity of a MIMO system [2] is given by
(1)
where

is the average received signal to noise ratio (SNR),

receive antennas respectively, and

and

are the number of transmit and

is the normalized channel matrix. The operator

denotes

Hermitian transpose. The normalization (see Appendix) is given by

(2)

where

is the actual channel matrix,

is a statistical expectation operator, and

Frobenius norm operator. This formulation for normalizing

indicates the

assumes that the TX power is fixed, but

the RX power varies as the channel response varies.
From (2), it follows that
(3)
for all

, where

is the

element of

.

can be broken down into its LOS and NLOS components as follows [17]:

(4)

where

is the Rician -factor of the channel and is given by the ratio of the power in the LOS portion of

the signal over the power in the NLOS portion.
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has elements of unit magnitude and phase determined by the link geometry while
has independent Rayleigh distributed elements whose real and imaginary parts are normally distributed
with zero mean and variance of 0.5 to satisfy the constraint in (3). Consider the case where
sufficiently large that we can effectively ignore

is

. In this case, the only thing that can make

nonsingular initially appears to be the phase delay because of the path length difference from two TX
antennas to one RX antenna or vice versa. As the range increases for a fixed array size, this effect
becomes negligible and multiplexing gain is severely degraded. This analysis in part seeks techniques
apart from the well-established array geometry methods for overcoming this limitation.

3.1.

LOS MIMO

Notice that maximizing the capacity (1) is nearly equivalent to maximizing the determinant of
, denoted

, given a sufficiently large SNR. Maximizing

maximizing the absolute value of the determinant of

, denoted

is equivalent to
, if

is square. We will

consider square channel matrices for the rest of this chapter. To illustrate this association, a scatter plot
is produced in Figure 2a from statistical simulations showing capacity versus

for a 4x4 link with

an average receive SNR of 20dB. Points on this plot were realized using a NLOS channel with
independent Rayleigh fading for all antenna pairs. Compare this trend to that of the condition number
of the channel matrix, which has been used as a metric in some capacity studies [43-45]. Figure 2b
shows the inverse of the condition number vs. capacity for the same NLOS realizations used to produce
Figure 2a.
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a) Capacity vs. Determinant

b) Capacity vs. Inverse condition number

Figure 2. Determinant and inverse condition number vs. Capacity for 4x4 with SNR = 20dB.
While there is a trend in both of the plots, it is much clearer for Figure 2a. The condition number
is obviously a weaker metric for considering capacity than

. For a 2x2 system, there is no

difference, but for higher values of , the condition number considers the largest and smallest singular
values of

and discards the rest. The other singular values contain useful information that is exploited

by the determinant.

3.2.

Hadamard’s Maximum Determinant Problem

The problem of maximizing the capacity may then be placed in the context of maximizing
. Jacques Hadamard showed that

, where

is an

-by-

matrix with

complex elements inside the unit disk [46-47]. This constraint is valid for a purely LOS channel matrix
since

for all

as K

. The upper bound of

Vandermonde matrix whose elements are composed of the

can be achieved by an

complex

-order roots of unity [48],

given as

(5)
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This matrix is also known as an

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix. However,

unique in achieving the upper bound. Any unitary transform of
Consider unitary matrices

is not

will also achieve the bound.

and :
(6)

Examples of unitary transforms include “permutation” matrices where rows or columns of

are

swapped and row/column “rotations” where a row or a column is multiplied by a complex number of
unit magnitude. In general, Hadamard observed that any matrix that satisfies
(7)
will achieve the upper bound [47]. This may be shown by considering
, which leads to

. This constraint leads to a nice relationship between

the ideal MIMO and SISO capacities in a purely LOS channel.
Theorem: Given an

LOS MIMO channel matrix

LOS SISO channel gain
Proof:

such that

such that
, then

(7), and a
.

Then,
(8)

(9)

This relationship between MIMO and SISO capacity is approximately true for a NLOS channel
with independent Rayleigh fading, but exactly true for an infinite -factor channel when
optimal form. This result can also be found in [49], though the derivation is different.

12

is of the

3.3.

A Geometric Interpretation

A geometric interpretation of this maximization problem is illustrated as follows: Let
be the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the

. Then,
(10)

where the “ ”s represent the

singular values of

.

However, given that all of the elements of

have unit magnitude, then the trace may be

rendered as

(11)

The off-diagonal elements inside the trace expression in (12) are not computed and are labeled “N/A”
X

X

(not applicable) since they don’t affect the trace. These results lead to the constraint
(12)
Also note that
(13)
The problem of maximizing

then is a problem of maximizing the volume of an -

dimensional rectangular parallelepiped whose sides have lengths equal to the singular values of
. The maximum distance between any two vertices is fixed at
maximized when all of the sides are of equal length, i.e.

13

=

for all

(12), so the volume is

. Notice that such a constraint

yields a condition number of unity, which has previously been demonstrated to coincide with
maximizing MIMO capacity [43].
Although the use of the determinant as a metric and the application of Hadamard’s work to
MIMO theory was derived independently, the author afterward discovered a somewhat similar analysis
done by Larsson in [49]. However, the present analysis offers a more complete discussion and different
perspective, including a comparison of the determinant with the condition number and the preceding
geometric interpretation discussion.

3.4.

A 2x2 Example

Applying (5) to a 2x2 system, the ideal channel matrix has the form
(14)
Using two unitary transforms, the matrix is altered:
(15)
One way to achieve this response would be for the receive antennas to have a far-field response
with opposite phase slopes. Neglecting the effect of path length difference, the phase has to change 90o
over a very small incident angle dictated by the geometry of the link. Consider a configuration where the
array normals face one another, as depicted in Figure 3. In this configuration, the angle over which the
phase must change by 90o is given by

.

RX

d

TX

d

θ
R

Figure 3. A 2x2 MIMO configuration example.
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This initial analysis is restricted to the configuration shown in Figure 3. In general, the link may
not yield such a favorable

for a fixed

and it may be useful to consider configurations for mitigating

this problem such as an array of four antennas arranged in a square where the two best antennas are
selected for transmit and receive processing.
It will also be useful to consider the capacity when such a large phase slope is not achieved, so
the simulations will consider the performance of a system that achieves a channel matrix of the form
(16)

with

being optimal, i.e.

. This occurs, for example, when

(compare to (50) and [9-11]), which sets the difference in path length from one RX antenna to each
TX antenna to be

. However, we seek here an alternate solution for suboptimal array spacings.

It is important to note that only the relative phase response of the antennas is useful for
increasing the capacity. The absolute phase response of the antennas does not affect

since

the effect can be eliminated by a series of unitary transformations, as illustrated below.
Let RX antennas 1 and 2 have a phase response offset of
antennas 1 and 2 have a phase response offset of

and

and

, respectively, and TX

, respectively. The channel matrix is

given by
(17)
Notice that both TX and RX antenna response offsets are unitary transforms and therefore do
not affect the absolute value of the determinant of

, so

. Moreover, it

should be obvious that a subsequent series of unitary transforms recovers
absolute phase response of the antennas has no effect on

, demonstrating that the

. By way of illustration, the proposed

antenna far-field phase responses for the configuration of Figure 3 are depicted in Figure 4. The figure
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assumes that the transmit antennas have flat phase responses, but there are other possible
configurations to achieve the desired channel matrix.

RX Antenna 1
phase response

RX Antenna 2
phase response

ψ1+φ

ψ2+φ

ψ1
0o

θ

Incident
angle

ψ2
-θ

0o

Incident
angle

Figure 4. Example of two antennas’ far-field phase responses vs. incident angle.
Based on the above analysis, the author proposes the investigation of antenna designs that yield
a far-field phase response with a large slope as a function of incident angle. Although this effort does
not attempt to solve the proposed antenna synthesis problem, the author recognizes the potential
difficulties with such an unconventional design constraint. One obvious candidate for meeting the
proposed criterion is the monopulse antenna, which would yield an appropriate far-field phase, but
suffers from reduced antenna gain. This may or may not improve the link’s capacity, depending on the
link’s range, but is probably not the best possible solution because of the reduced power. Both the
magnitude and phase of the far-field response should be considered in synthesizing antenna solutions
with the end goal of maximizing the link’s capacity.

3.5.

Higher-Order MIMO Considerations

This analysis may easily be applied to higher-order MIMO systems. As an example, for a 4x4
system,

(18)
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Note that the first row/column could be realized with a flat RX phase response; the second
row/column with an RX antenna whose phase response progresses by

radians between angles

pointing to each of the TX antenna elements (we’ll call this a “phase slope” of

); the third with an

antenna with phase slope of ; and the fourth with an antenna with phase slope of

or

. By

employing two unitary transforms, we may redistribute the required phase responses among the
various antennas as follows:

(19)

Notice now the required phase slopes for the first through fourth rows/columns are
, respectively, where in (18) they were
In general, the phase slopes required for an
–

, …,

3.6.

.

MIMO system may be written as

–

,

.

Simulation Results

A simulation tool was created to compute capacities based on (1) in a Monte Carlo fashion. For a
given value of , the tool uses (4) to construct a realization of a channel matrix and creates an ensemble
of capacity values from which it can either compute an average or construct an estimate of the
complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the capacity.

from (4) is of the form

given by (16) unless otherwise noted. The simulation does not take into account the contribution of path
length difference to the phase response. From previous research, it is clear that the array positions are
important in improving MIMO capacity, but the point of this analysis is to demonstrate how the phase of
the channel gains affects the capacity in order to motivate efforts to find other ways to influence those
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phase terms. All antenna pairs are assumed to experience the same average power loss and the average
received SNR

is set at 20dB.

Consider the LOS 2x2 capacity as a function of . The capacity is given by
(20)
and illustrated in Figure 5. SISO capacity is also shown.
2x2 MIMO Capacity;

= 20dB
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Figure 5. MIMO capacity vs. ; SISO capacity shown as baseline (dotted line).
The MIMO capacity varies from about 7.65 to 13.32bps/Hz. Significant multiplexing gain is
achieved for fairly small values of , with the optimal value of

being 90o. The SISO capacity is

approximately 6.66bps/Hz, exactly half the capacity of the optimal MIMO (recall from (10) that
X

X

).
Using a Monte Carlo engine, the average capacity was computed as a function of the -factor
for five values of

shown in Figure 6. A sixth curve illustrates the average capacity when
18

is

composed of four elements of unit magnitude with independent, uniformly distributed phases over
(-π,π+ (labeled “random”). Once again, the SISO capacity is shown as a baseline.
2x2 average capacities; avg RX SNR = 20dB

Cmax=13.32

14

Average capacity (100000 MC iterations)

13
12
11
=0o

10

=10o
9
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8

=90o
random
SISO

7

Cmin=7.65
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K factor (dB)
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Figure 6. Average capacities vs. K-factor for various channel assumptions.
Notice as

approaches 0 (-

dB), all of the cases experience independent Rayleigh fading and

the MIMO cases have identical average capacities. As
more of the form (16), the curve representing
while

gets larger and the channel becomes more and

=90o asymptotically approaches the maximum capacity

=0o approaches the minimum. These two curves correspond to Figure 5 in [12]. Notice also that

the LOS “random” phase case has a slightly higher average capacity than the Rayleigh fading case.
Consider the capacity of this LOS random phase case where

is zero and where

is infinity. Figure 7

shows the estimate of the CCDFs for the capacity of these two cases using a Monte Carlo simulation with
100,000 iterations.
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Figure 7. CCDF estimates for i.i.d. NLOS (Rayleigh) vs. LOS with random phase.
In reality, the NLOS vs. LOS comparison is not very fair when we force the average received SNR
to be constant since the LOS channel will have a much higher power than the NLOS for an equivalent
range and transmit power, but the comparison with a fixed SNR is useful to illustrate a point. As
previously stated, by the normalization of
constraint

than 1.

is subject to the

.

In the LOS case, we assume
the NLOS case,

that was used, each element of

for all

. Therefore,

is Rayleigh distributed with mean

for all

. For

, which is slightly less

is therefore slightly smaller on average than for the LOS case, which implies that

the average capacity of the NLOS case will be slightly smaller than the random phase LOS case with
equivalent SNR. However, there is also a non-zero probability that the capacity of the NLOS case will
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exceed the maximum capacity of the LOS case since the absolute value of each element of

can

be larger than 1.
From this, we see that the MIMO multiplexing gain so evident in an independent Rayleigh fading
environment is not because of the magnitude fading since the probability distribution of the magnitude
leads to a smaller average capacity than if the RX power were fixed at its average. The multiplexing gain
instead comes from the phase of the channel matrix, which for Rayleigh fading is uniformly distributed
over (-π,π+. If a LOS channel could be made to exhibit this kind of phase distribution (our “random
phase” case), it would have a slightly higher average capacity than the NLOS channel for equivalent SNR
levels. Considering the higher power of a typical LOS channel, the capacity would be far greater. If the
phase response can be fixed to be of the form of

in (16) instead of a random phase, the capacity
X

would be even higher.
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Chapter 4: MIMO Bounds as a Function of the Determinant
Metric
In Section 3.1, the authors proposed a determinant-based metric ( ) for studying LOS MIMO
capacity;

was used to derive the optimal form of a LOS MIMO channel matrix. The metric is also useful

as an intuitive aid for studying capacity, an analytical tool for simulation, and may be useful for other
MIMO-related applications. This chapter presents an exploration of the relationship between this metric
( ) and the Shannon capacity by deriving upper and lower bounds of the capacity as a function of
under two different assumptions. These bounds include an 1) upper and 2) lower bound assuming a
fixed instantaneous SNR such as might be observed within a coherence time period of the channel and
3) a more detailed derivation of a previously published general lower bound. The first and second
bounds are not given in closed form for the general case, but closed form solutions are presented for
the practical case where one of the terminals, such as a mobile user, has only two antennas. The three
antenna case also has a closed form solution because it depends on the roots of a third order
polynomial, which can be given in closed form [56], but the solution was not computed for this
dissertation.
Many other papers have presented bounds on the capacity as a function of various parameters
under various assumptions. For example, researchers have explored bounds assuming Rayleigh fading
[50], Rician fading [51], Nakagami fading [52], and correlated fading [53]. Some studies assume a limited
or fixed transmit power and channel matrix Frobenius norm [54] and many others have explored bounds
for relay channels [55]. There are many more such studies, but a representative sample is presented
here. For further reading, see Zhong et al [52], which offers a good literature review and bibliography.
In Section 4.1 of this chapter, we re-introduce the determinant metric from Section 3.1 in a
more general form; in Section 4.2, the three bounds are derived; and Section 4.3 presents simulation
results.
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4.1.

A Generalized Determinant-Based Metric

The Shannon capacity of a MIMO system is given by [2]
(21)
Recall that

is the received SNR,

respectively,

and

are the number of transmit and receive antennas

is the normalized channel matrix,

defined as

is the

ordered singular value of

, and

is

. Notice that maximizing the capacity (21) is nearly equivalent to maximizing
if

or

the general form of

if

, given a sufficiently large SNR. We therefore present

as
(22)

4.2.

Bounding the Metric

Depending on several parameters, including
channel matrix , the relationship between

and

,

, , and the method of normalizing the

may be strongly or weakly correlated. This section

presents capacity bounds as a function of the metric under two different methods of channel matrix
normalization.

4.2.1. Fixed Instantaneous SNR
The first normalization method seems to be the most prevalent in the literature and assumes
that the instantaneous SNR for each channel realization is fixed to the value assigned to . This neglects
any fading effects and forces the receive SNR to always be a fixed value. This assumption may be useful
in cases where the SNR is estimated at the receiver and remains valid for some channel coherence time
or where the link is LOS with negligible multipath. The normalization is given by
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(23)
Based on this normalization, we derive upper and lower bounds for the capacity (21) as a function of
(22). The general solution requires solving for the roots of an

-order polynomial and a three-step

process is outlined below.

4.2.1.1.

Upper Bound

To derive the upper bound, notice that

. It can be easily shown that

. Therefore,
(24)
similar to (12).
Notice that

and

are maximized when

corresponds to the available capacity of the

for all

. In general, the value of each

spatial subchannel. Note that

slowly shutting down between

and

of the

value of , we shut down only

subchannel. This is accomplished by setting the

values to be equal

can be degraded by

available subchannels. To maximize

while allowing the

for a given

largest singular

to degrade. This is equivalent to

slowly reducing the rank of the channel matrix by 1, while keeping

channel modes open for data.

With these constraints, the upper bound on the capacity can be computed by
(25)
as a function of two singular values (

and

) that are computed below.

It now remains to calculate those values as a function of
we write

. Then

and plug them into (25). To do this,

and substituting into (24),

24

(26)

To solve for the upper bound then, we
1) solve for

by finding the largest, real root of the

given by the vector
Once

3) plug

The

where the vector contains

has been found for a given

2) solve for

-order polynomial whose coefficients are

,

zeros.

, and , we

and

and

into (25) to find the maximum capacity for a given value of .

case
Consider a

or

the upper bound for the

link (

) and define

. A closed form expression of

case is derived as follows.

(27)

It can be shown that with this normalization, the maximum value of
where

,

is

, so in this case

will always be real.

Solving for

:

(28)

We can then solve for

as follows:
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(29)

4.2.1.2.

Lower Bound

We now derive a lower bound for this normalization. Following the discussion in Section 4.2.1.1,
the smallest capacity would be realized as we shut down
the

of the

smallest singular values equal to one another

subchannels. Therefore, we set
. Notice that as

approaches zero, we slowly approach a rank-1 channel, leaving only one channel available for data
transmission. The lower bound on the capacity may then be written as
(30)
based on two singular values (

and

) that are computed as follows.

Under this assumption, we may write

. Then

and substituting into

(24), we write

(31)

To solve for the lower bound, we
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1) solve for

by finding the smallest, non-negative, real root of the

coefficients are given by the vector
zeros. Once

3) plug

The

where the vector contains

has been found for a given

2) solve for

-order polynomial whose

,

, and , we

and

and

into (30) to find the minimum capacity for a given value of .

case
Again, consider a

or

link.

is solved by

(32)

Solving for

:

(33)

We can then solve for

in closed form as follows:

(34)

which is equal to
or a

in (29). Note that with this normalization, the upper and lower bounds for a

are equal. In other words, when we fix the SNR of each realization to be equal, we can
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exactly determine the capacity of a MIMO link from the determinant metric when one of the nodes has
two antennas.
Similar closed form solutions of upper and lower bounds for
roots of an

and

can be found if the

-order polynomial can be solved in closed form. Such solutions certainly exist for

[56], but the solution is not given here.

4.2.2. Fixed Average SNR
The second normalization we consider assumes that the average receive SNR is fixed to the
value assigned to . This is accomplished by setting

(35)

as in (2). This normalization results in
element of

. This method allows

for all values of

where

is the

to reflect the dynamics of a time-varying fading channel and

considers a realistic scenario with a fixed TX power. This method might be used to create an ensemble of
channel gain realizations for a given link over time.
When

is composed of i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables, the instantaneous SNR for a

given realization may be infinitely large since the Gaussian probability density functions have infinitely
long tails. Therefore, no upper bound can be found for this normalization. A lower bound result is
derived here. Upper bounds on capacity have been derived in many studies, but always with some
implicit or explicit assumption of a bounded Frobenius norm of the channel matrix. An example of a
thorough analysis with such assumptions clearly stated is found in [54]. The derivation of the lower
bound follows.
We begin by introducing the concept of majorization. We say that a vector of real numbers
weakly majorizes a second vector of real numbers
denoted

, if

,

, …,
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, …, and

,
. This

defines the concept of weak majorization. Strong majorization, denoted
adding the constraint that

, may be obtained by

, replacing the last inequality in the weak majorization

definition with equality.
Muirhead’s inequality [57], which is applied in the following development, states that
(36)
if and only if

majorizes

. Strong majorization would imply

a tighter inequality than weak majorization using Muirhead’s inequality theorem.
We now evaluate

to avoid carrying the logarithm notation throughout the derivation.
(37)

which, by binomial expansion, is equivalent to

(38)

where

and

denotes a sum of

permutations of base variables. In other words, if

and

-element products over all
, then

.
For the

symmetric sum of (38), the vector

consists of

For a given , this vector strongly majorizes the -element vector

ones followed by

zeros.

. Therefore, by

Muirhead’s inequality,

(39)

for all values of . Substituting (39) into (38),
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(40)

Following the chain of (37)-(40),

, so

and we define the second lower bound on capacity
as
(41)
This bound is useful because it is a single closed-form expression that may be evaluated directly
as opposed to the three-step process of the bounds described earlier. The bound is also given in [50] in a
similar form, but the above is presented as a more detailed derivation and for comparison with the
bounds derived in Section 4.2.1.

4.3.

Simulation Results

We present results of i.i.d. complex Gaussian channel realizations where both

(21) and

(22)

are computed and compare these scatter plots to the upper and lower bounds presented above for the
two different methods of channel matrix normalization.
The data in Figure 8 is obtained by assuming a fixed instantaneous RX SNR of 10dB and
computing metrics for 10,000 Monte Carlo trials of a 3x3 MIMO system. The upper and lower bounds for
this normalization (

and

) are plotted along with the second lower bound in (

30

).

Figure 8. Fixed instantaneous RX SNR i.i.d. data points with upper and lower capacity bounds.

Notice how tightly bounded the data are by the first two bounds (25) and (30). Although the
third bound (41) is not as tight in this case, it is still a valid lower bound. We observe that this third
bound (

), having a closed form solution, is also a more general bound.
Figure 9 shows the spread between the upper bound and the two lower bounds for various

values of

assuming the same scenario as that shown in Figure 8, i.e. a 3x3 link with an instantaneous

RX SNR of 10dB.
Notice that for values of

greater than approximately 1.5, the uncertainty in

1bps/Hz. For reasonable multiplexing gains, the spread is quite low and the value of

is less than

can be estimated

fairly accurately directly from .
The results in Figure 10 are obtained by realizing 10,000 Monte Carlo trials of 3x3 channel
matrices normalized such that the average RX SNR is fixed at 10dB. These data along with the lower
bound associated with that normalization assumption are plotted below.
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Figure 9. Capacity bound spreads for fixed instantaneous RX SNR i.i.d. realizations.

Figure 10. Fixed average RX SNR i.i.d. data points with lower capacity bound.
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In this case, as

approaches zero,

also approaches zero because of the potential for fading on

all channel gains, but there is still a potential for 2 channels of multiplexing when

, so the spread

becomes significant for smaller values of . Notice this bound is much tighter to the data under the
assumption of a fixed average RX SNR than the same bound shown in Figure 8.
Having explored the relationship between

and

in this chapter, we return to the framework

outlined in Chapter 3 to explore methods for achieving the optimal form of
higher multiplexing gain in LOS MIMO links with suboptimal array spacings.
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(7) in order to achieve

Chapter 5: RACE for Fixed Point-to-Point LOS MIMO Links
Based on the results of Chapter 3, various ideas were considered for achieving the desired phase
of the channel responses. Several ideas were conceived including many designed to alter the phase
response of the MIMO antennas themselves. However, some additional analysis considering the
structure of the MIMO arrays suggested that it would be difficult, perhaps impossible, to significantly
influence the channel capacity locally without expanding the array size as other studies have suggested.
So the investigation turned to ideas by which the scattering environment could be influenced to achieve
the desired phase response of the various channel gains. This naturally led to the idea of using repeaters
strategically located to enhance the multipath [19], but in a less random fashion than a typical NLOS
environment would do. We sought to understand how we might place the repeater(s) to achieve the
optimal form of

given a strongly Rician (high -factor) LOS environment with highly deterministic

channel gains. Thus, the antenna design problem is left open to the research community and we turn
our attention to the analysis of repeaters in a LOS MIMO environment.
The wireless configuration we propose to analyze initially is that of a 2x2 MIMO system with a
single repeater, shown in Figure 11. In the figure, the triangles represent antennas, the dots the centers
of the MIMO arrays, and the star a single repeater. The inter-element spacings are given by “
“

” and

,” the range by “ ,” and the angles the array normals make with the line connecting the centers of

the arrays are given by
by
position of the

and

and
RX antenna,

. The distances between RX/TX antennas and the repeater are given
, respectively where
the position of the

is the repeater position,

TX antenna,

, and

the
. We

assume without loss of generality that the center of the RX array is at the origin and the center of the TX
array lies on the x-axis. We also restrict our initial analysis to two spatial dimensions and define position
vectors in the x-y plane.
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Figure 11. Wireless repeater configuration.

5.1.
With

Channel Model
repeaters assisting the link, the free-space channel matrix

the summation of

may be modeled as

channel responses:

(42)

Here,

is the direct path response,

is a random phase associated with the

is the response through the

repeated path, and

signal. The introduction of the random phase is intended to

allow for small fluctuations in node position, but the analysis will show that its value has very little
impact on the capacity when the repeater(s) are placed properly. The results presented in this chapter
correspond to the single repeater case (

), but the models are given in their general form for later

use. We model the channel responses with the Friis transmission equation. The

element of

is

given by
(43)
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depending only on the distance between the
number (

). Similarly, the

RX element and the

element of

TX element (

) and the wave

is given by
(44)

where

and

are the distances between the

respectively, and

is the

repeater and the

TX or

RX elements

repeater’s power gain.

Although we primarily want to consider the effect of the repeater in a pure LOS environment,
we also need to analyze the effect of multipath fading to determine how our analysis degrades with
increasing multipath power. To account for NLOS fading, we introduce a Rician -factor similar to Error!
Reference source not found. defined as

or the ratio of the power in the LOS signal to

the power in the NLOS multipath reflections arriving at the receiver. We model the NLOS portion
as a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. Thus, the final
channel matrix is given by

(45)

5.2.

Repeater Model

For this analysis, we assume a repeater with sufficient isolation and gain to overcome the path
loss from any location while maintaining stability. Later, we will determine the required gain for the
proposed scenario and determine whether this assumption is valid by considering experimental isolation
values. In the future, it would be prudent to incorporate a more realistic model for isolation, but the
present analysis should serve to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept.
The repeater model incorporates noise amplification [42] and the effect of colored noise as
follows. Following the model in [33], the autocorrelation matrix of the noise power at the RX is given by
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(46)

where

denotes the channel response of the

gain of the

repeater,

-repeater-to-RX path

,

is the noise power introduced by the RX, and

noise power introduced by the

repeater. Here,

noise temperatures of the RX and

is Boltzmann’s constant,

repeater respectively, and

and

is the
is the

are the system

is the signal bandwidth, which we

assume to be 20MHz. The noise figure of each system is assumed to be 3dB. The noise temperature ( )
is calculated from the noise figure ( ) by

, where

is room temperature, assumed to

be 290oK.
The optimal gain of the repeater is given by
the RX sees from the direct and repeated paths are equal. Here
the RX array to the
and

repeater,

to ensure that the power levels
is the distance from the center of

is the distance from the center of the TX array to the

repeater,

is the range.
The normalized noise autocorrelation

contains the eigenvectors of

and

from (46) is then decomposed as

is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues. To calculate the

capacity, the noise must be whitened by applying
whitening is equal to
noise model is given by

, where

. The resultant noise power after

. The channel matrix to be used in computing the capacity using the colored
. An ideal repeater is modeled by using

instead of

. Some results

from the ideal model are shown for comparison and to more clearly illustrate trends.

5.3.

2x2 Repeater Position Analysis

Two metrics will be considered in analyzing the impact of the repeater as a function of position
and a third metric is derived in Section 5.4 to give an intuitive feel for optimal positions and introduce a
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simple system deployment methodology. The first metric is Shannon’s capacity [1] given for MIMO
systems [2] as
(47)
or
(48)
where

is the ideal capacity,

the colored capacity,

is the transmit power and

is the noise

power introduced by the receiver (compare to (1)). The transmit power is fixed to ensure a
predetermined average baseline SNR ( ) by

where

for the direct path (TX to RX) modeled by the Friis transmission equation. Thus

represents the path loss
represents the average

SNR the RX would see without repeaters. With the repeater(s) assisting, the actual SNR will be
somewhat larger.
The second metric ( ) is derived from the capacity by assuming a sufficiently large SNR [18] as
discussed in Section 4.1, and is given by (22) where

is normalized by
(49)

This determinant metric ( ) is equal to the square of the product of the singular values of , so when
any one singular value is close to zero, the metric is close to zero. This would indicate at least one
degenerate sub-channel (i.e., less than full multiplexing gain capacity). Therefore, when the capacity
improves from a boost in SNR or the use of more antennas on one side or the other of the link, the
determinant should remain largely unaffected, assuming the channel rank is limited by the environment
to less than full rank. This makes it a useful metric in terms of achieving the full multiplexing gain, which
we seek to do here. We also use it to highlight the utility of a proposed positioning metric in Section 5.4.
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5.3.1. Optimal Inter-Element Spacing
Assuming TX and RX have the same inter-element spacing, the optimal spacing for a 2x2 MIMO
system is given by [9-11]

(50)

For the repeater concept to be useful, we must ensure that we are operating beyond the optimal range
for our given spacing or, equivalently, we must make sure that the antenna spacing is less than the
optimal spacing for our given range.

5.3.2. Free Space Repeater Positioning
For our analysis, we use a carrier frequency of 2.4 GHz, so λ = 0.125m. Let

=

= 0 so that

the array normals lie on the x-axis. Let the range R = 900m (2953ft.) and the antenna spacings

=

=

0.75m (2.46ft) = 6λ. The SNR is set to 20dB. For brevity in the rest of the analysis, we will keep these
parameters constant (see Table 1) unless otherwise noted.

Parameter name

Table 1. Default scenario parameters.
Symbol

Carrier Frequency

Value
2.4GHz

Signal-to-noise ratio

20dB

Range

900m

RX/TX array angle

/

0 radians

RX/TX antenna spacing

/

0.75m

For reference, the optimal spacing for this range would be
shows the colored capacity (

= 7.5m (24.6ft) = 60λ. Figure 12

of (48)) of the resultant channel matrix as a function of the repeater’s x-y

position. For comparison, the capacity associated with
approximately 7.67bps/Hz.
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(the configuration without the repeater) is

Capacity (bps/Hz)
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2

Figure 12. Capacity as a function of repeater position for d = 0.75m.
A clear pattern emerges with high-capacity regions at irregular intervals. Notice the higher
capacity for positions closer to the TX (on the right). This is because of the noise amplification effect of
the repeater. As the repeater moves closer to the RX node, the noise amplification increases. Along the
mid-point between nodes (x = 450), we find the noise is amplified by a factor of approximately 1.25, so if
we design and position our repeater properly, this effect should have minimal impact on the capacity.
However, this assumes that the noise figures of the RX and repeater are equal. If the repeater is noisier
than the RX, the capacity will be further degraded.
To ensure the RX sees equal power from the direct and repeated paths, the repeater (including
its antennas) needs to have a gain of as much as 87dB, depending on its position. If the repeater
antennas are 60o sector antennas, for example, with gains of 14dBi, the amplifier gain (ignoring line
losses) would need to be 87 – 28 = 59 dB. To avoid oscillation, the amplifier gain should be at least 15 dB
less than the isolation between the two repeater antennas [16-19]. This implies that the isolation should
X

X

X

be at least 59 + 15 = 74 dB. Fortunately, measured isolations with sector antennas usually exceed this
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[20-22]; for example, 8dBi gain repeater antennas at 2.15 GHz produced > 74 dB of isolation for
horizontal separations of 3 meters or more or with vertical separations (on a pole) of 5 meters [21].
In Figure 13, we plot a cross-section of the 2-D colored capacity by looking at the line
, halfway between the two nodes (“Noisy Repeater”). This curve is compared to an ideal, noiseless
repeater model (“Ideal Repeater”), an optimal repeater case (“Optimal Repeater”) where
(the power is doubled by using a repeater), the optimal capacity that could be achieved without
repeaters when the TX/RX arrays employ optimal spacing where

(“Optimal 2x2”), the

baseline capacity (“Baseline”), or the capacity obtained by the LOS configuration without repeater
assistance (

), and the worst case where

is a matrix of 1’s (“Worst Case”). Notice the

“Baseline” and “Worst Case’ curves lie almost on top of one another in the figure because of the small
antenna spacing.
2 x 2 Capacity; dr = 0.75m; dt = 0.75m; SNR = 20dB
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Figure 13. Capacity cross-section for d = 0.75m (realistic and ideal repeater models).
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The capacity is maximized at approximately (450,+/-37.5) and, for the ideal repeater model,
achieves the upper bound. Notice how the capacity varies slightly in the zoomed portion of the figure.
The period of this variation appears to be on the order of 0.75m, which is also the antenna spacing for
the TX and RX arrays. As we vary

, the random phase of the repeated signal (42), the variation shifts,

but the general shape remains the same. For areas of high capacity, the relative phasing resulting from
positioning has very little impact on the capacity. However, in lower capacity areas, such as near +/75m, the variation is much more severe. Since we are only interested in placing the repeater in a
position that will yield high capacity, we can safely ignore the effect of the relative phasing resulting
from position.

5.3.3. Repeater Positioning with Multipath
Consider the effect of multipath on the system capacity as a function of repeater position.
Figure 14 shows the estimated 1% outage capacity as a function of repeater position using 1000 Monte
Carlo trials for

. For this illustration, each position experiences an independent NLOS fading

component.
Figure 15 shows a cross-section of the 1% outage capacity overlaid with the average capacity for
. Compare with Figure 13. Notice, however, that Figure 13 shows the ideal repeater results
( ). Both curves in Figure 15 represent statistical results of the colored capacity (
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Figure 14. 1% outage capacity for d = 0.75m and K = 10dB.
2 x 2 Capacity; dr = 0.75m; dt = 0.75m; SNR = 20dB
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Figure 15. 1% Outage and average capacity cross-section for d = 0.75m and K = 10dB.
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The outage capacity largely retains the same shape as the pure LOS case, indicating that the
same positioning concepts will still hold for a Rician fading channel. In fact, for

, the average

capacity suffers only a slight degradation compared to the pure LOS case, but the lower capacity areas
experience greater variations with an overall increase in average capacity in those areas. If one places
the repeater in a high-capacity position, the multipath fading will reduce the average capacity relative to
pure LOS, but it will still yield the highest average capacity for typical values of . We conclude that the
optimal positions do not change significantly for typical Rician channels, but the presence of multipath
adds “noise” to the result and tends to flatten the 2-D capacity surface on average. It seems reasonable
then that a systems engineer could adequately design the MIMO configuration based solely on the freespace model without regard to multipath, assuming the Rician model sufficiently characterizes the
intended environment. For environments where such an assumption is unrealistic, the discussion on
positioning in Section 5.4 presents an alternative method that may be employed based on the actual
channel response without relying on a model.

5.3.4. Variations in

and

The remainder of Section 5.3 mainly considers the ideal repeater model to examine general
trade-offs with the understanding that performance will degrade somewhat depending on how far the
repeater is from the TX and RX nodes.
It is useful to consider the impact of changes in inter-element spacing ( ) and the rotation of the
array off of normal ( ) to gain a better understanding of the robustness of repeater position and tradeoffs involved in configuring the TX/RX arrays. Figure 16 shows the capacity as a function of the repeater
position for the original configuration (Table 1), but now with various values of
plot shows the results when

and the second when
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. The first
.
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Figure 16. Capacity vs. repeater position for various inter-element spacings (d).
We conclude that larger values of

allow the optimal position regions to come closer to the

arrays, but they also decrease in size, indicating a design trade-off between robustness in position and
repeater requirements (specifically, isolation, gain, and noise figure) because of longer path distances.
Longer distances also increase the delay spread introduced by the repeater.
The same is true for smaller values of . We have thus far considered only the case when the
arrays face one another (

). When one or both of the arrays are rotated by

radians,

assuming free-space propagation without a repeater, the channel rank is always equal to one. By using a
repeater, however, the optimal capacity can be achieved, but the optimal position regions become
larger and farther away than when

is smaller. The same trade-offs exist here between position

robustness and repeater and delay spread requirements, as shown in the following analysis.
Consider the capacity vs. repeater position plots in Figure 17 using the default parameters
(Table 1) with various angles of array rotations. The first plot shows the results when
while the second plot shows the results for

,

. The figure also shows a simple diagram

representing the array configurations for each subplot.
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Figure 17. Capacity vs. repeater position for various angles of array rotation.
For small values of

and large values of , assuming we bound the orientation by

,

we find large areas of optimal repeater placement at large distances from the TX/RX nodes. This leads to
more robust positioning requirements at the expense of longer path lengths. The longer path lengths
lead to stricter requirements on repeater isolation and gain and potential introduction of increased
noise amplification and delay spread. For large values of

and small values of , path lengths may be

shortened at the expense of reduced positioning robustness.

5.3.5. Three-Dimensional Repeater Positioning Analysis
Some simple analysis has been done in 3 dimensions by expanding the simulation to incorporate
the z-axis. The following shows capacity vs. position for various z-planes. Figure 18 shows the capacity
for the z = 0m, z = 100m, and z = 1000m planes.
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Figure 18. Capacity vs. repeater position for various elevations.
We conclude from this preliminary analysis that repeater position robustness may be affected
by the height of the repeater. This is an area for possible future research to examine trade-offs in TX/RX
antenna beam patterns, capacity, and positioning robustness in three dimensions. For example, it is
worth considering the relative capacity for a link where antennas are constructed to direct energy
between TX and RX nodes versus antennas with multiple beams to include the repeater location(s) to
enhance the MIMO multiplexing gain. Potential platforms for elevating the repeater may include towers,
blimps, UAVs or other aircraft, and possibly satellite.
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5.4.

A 2x2 Repeater Position Metric

The following analysis serves to explain the shape of the capacity surface as a function of
repeater position for a 2x2 link and proposes a metric to be used in designing such a system.
To provide insight into the general 2x2 solution, consider the special case of
which yields the normalized, approximate free-space channel matrix

,

for the long-distance

link without the repeater. In this case, we see that by adding the repeated channel response matrix
, we create the full-rank matrix
repeater contribution and can be written as

.

represents the desired

, where

is the normalized

array response for both the TX and RX arrays to a point source at the desired repeater location. We
observe that this point source would be in a null of the array patterns for the TX and RX arrays,
respectively, if unity beamformer weights were applied to each array.
In the case of non-zero
and
To make

and

,

,

where

denotes the transpose operator.

full rank such that

should be

, the desired repeated path response
. If we apply a weight vector to the RX beamformer

to steer the main beam in the direction of the TX array, the array response in the
direction of the ideally positioned repeater will be

. In other words, the

repeater will be in a null of the RX array response when the array’s main beam is steered toward the TX.
A similar analysis shows that the ideal repeater position is in a null of the TX array response when the
array’s main beam is steered toward the RX.
So, to maximize the MIMO capacity, the repeater should be located in the nulls of both of these
imaginary beamformers when their beams are steered toward one another. This offers a metric for
determining the optimal locations and also suggests a method for designing such a system. Supposing
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we have flexibility in the placement of our repeater, we can fix the TX and RX antennas and find the
position where the power received from either one of these beamformers is minimal when the power
coupled between them is maximized by beam steering. If we don’t have such flexibility, we may position
the MIMO antennas with appropriate phase shifting until we see a notch in the power at the repeater.
Let
(51)
be a 2x2 null-space positioning metric, where

and

are the RX and TX array responses in the

direction of a potential repeater position when the main beam of each array is steered in the direction
of the other. Figure 19a plots this metric as a function of repeater position for the standard
configuration defined for this analysis (Table 1). Compare this result to the plot of the determinant
metric (22) for the same configuration, shown in Figure 19b. Obviously, the null-space metric

has

no mechanism for computing the effect of noise coloring and amplification introduced by the repeater.
Consequently, this is a more accurate measure of an ideal repeater’s effect, but can be used to
approximately analyze and predict performance.
y NS = (2-|y R|)(2-|y T|)
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Figure 19. Null-Space and Determinant metrics as a function of repeater position for d = 0.75m.
Based on the assumptions used to derive

, the utility of the metric will degrade as the

antenna spacing approaches the optimal. However, the impact of the repeater becomes less significant
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as the spacing increases, so we typically want to consider spacings that are much smaller than the
optimal. For the range of 900m, it works very well at least up to 3.75m, or half the optimal spacing.

5.5.

Repeater Power and Delay Spread

A brief investigation on the impact of the repeater’s gain is conducted here. We consider the
impact of the power the RX sees from the direct path relative to the power it sees from the repeated
path. We also consider the delay spread introduced by the repeater as a function of the repeater’s
position.

5.5.1. Repeater Power Analysis
Let

(twice the previous distance) and set the repeater location to (450,19),

which is one of the higher capacity positions for that spacing. The spacing was increased to highlight the
difference between the “baseline” and “worst case” curves in Figure 20, which shows the MIMO
capacity as a function of the repeated-to-direct path power ratio using both the realistic and ideal
repeater models. Here, the final channel matrix for each power level has been normalized as
. Notice that this normalization is different than the one used in (49) and the capacity will be
somewhat lower. We utilize this normalization to allow for a simple comparison of MIMO multiplexing
gain without accounting for the impact of the increased SNR because of the repeater and to illustrate
trends that are not observable with the previous normalization.
Optimal capacity is achieved when the receiver sees equal power from both sources. If we
consider the repeated signal as a multipath reflection, this would be equivalent to reducing the -factor
to a value of one. As the repeater power decreases from this optimal point, the ideal model results
approach the baseline capacity. As the repeater power becomes the dominant signal, the ideal results
approach the worst case capacity.
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Figure 20. Capacity as a function of repeated-to-direct path power ratio for d=1.5m.

5.5.2. Delay Spread Analysis
Because the optimal repeater positions usually require a longer repeated signal path than the
direct signal path, it is important to consider the delay spread induced by the use of the repeater at
various locations and ensure that a typical system can function with such a delay spread. For the
repeater positions previously simulated, the delay spread varies from 0 to approximately 796ns.
Obviously, the utility of this concept will depend on the system. By way of example, Table 2
illustrates the delay spread tolerances for various bandwidths and cyclic prefix lengths of a typical
WiMax system based on the 802.16 standard [58], assuming an OFDM symbol length of 256 samples.
Table 2. Delay spread tolerances for various bandwidths and cyclic prefix lengths.
3.5 MHz
5 MHz
20 MHz
1/16 (16 bits)

4μs

2.8μs

694ns

1/8 (32 bits)

8μs

5.6μs

1.4μs

1/4 (64 bits)

12μs

11.1μs

2.8μs
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For the configuration considered, the delay spread introduced by the repeater should not
present a problem for a typical WiMax system. As the range increases, antenna spacing decreases, or
repeater placement options are limited geographically, delay spread could become an issue and should
be considered in determining repeater placement for a system deployment.

5.6.

Discussion

It has been observed in this chapter that LOS MIMO multiplexing gain may be improved by the
use of a single wireless on-frequency repeater, if the repeater is positioned properly. For smaller
antenna spacings, the areas of optimal position are larger, offering robustness in placement, but also
farther away from the MIMO arrays, requiring more repeater gain and isolation for the same range. The
RACE concept may be useful in long-range LOS links such as building-top or tower-mounted microwave
links. Cellular backhaul and high-speed wireless bridges are two potential candidates.
We note that the repeater’s power is a concern and must be considered in a system
deployment. In a static configuration, the repeater gain should be carefully calibrated to ensure the
direct and repeated signals have nearly equal power at the receiver. In a mobile configuration or in
other scenarios where the channel’s impact on power coupling varies significantly, this limitation could
potentially be overcome by 1) feedback from the receiver to enable the repeater to adapt its gain or 2)
multiple repeaters with sufficient gain to overwhelm the TX/RX LOS signal. The first option requires a
smarter repeater than we have discussed while the second option might be considered wasteful of
resources.
In the next chapter, we consider higher-order MIMO links and analyze the utility of RACE for
maximizing MIMO multiplexing gain when the link is assisted by multiple repeaters.
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Chapter 6: Higher Order MIMO
6.1.

Introduction

Extending the Null-Space analysis from Section 5.4, this chapter [59] presents a theoretical
analysis of the impact of positioning on achievable multiplexing gain in LOS environments for the
general

case using

repeaters where

. Considering the steering vectors pointing

toward the various repeaters, the analysis shows that full multiplexing may be achieved by ensuring
mutually orthogonal steering vectors from the perspective of both arrays pointing toward the opposite
array and toward each repeater. This analysis may potentially aid in network deployment and relaying
strategies, configuring MIMO-enabled point-to-point microwave links, and potentially enabling MIMO
for LOS cellular channels. The results may also be useful in understanding the impact of scattering
environments on available MIMO capacity.
A conceptual system diagram of the RACE concept applied to a 4x4 MIMO system with 3 singleantenna wireless repeaters is shown in Figure 21. In the figure, triangles represent MIMO antenna
elements, stars represent repeaters, and dashed lines represent LOS channel coupling. These lines have
been drawn to illustrate the LOS channel response and a single repeater path response. The other two
repeaters also contribute to the channel response, but these channel couplings have not been
illustrated.
In Section 6.2, we present five sufficient conditions for achieving full MIMO multiplexing with
wireless repeaters; Section 6.3 describes the channel model; and Section 6.4 presents a proof of the
sufficiency of the conditions in Section 6.2. In Section 6.5, we offer simulation results from a 4x4 MIMO
system to illustrate the RACE concept; we explore trade-offs associated with suboptimally-placed
repeaters in Section 6.6; and discuss conclusions in Section 6.7.
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Figure 21. A 4x4 RACE System Diagram with 3 Repeaters.

6.2.

Sufficient Conditions

We will show that the following are sufficient conditions for achieving maximum multiplexing
gain in an

MIMO link in a LOS environment using

forward repeaters. As before,
1. Each of the

single antenna full-duplex amplify-and-

.

signals (one direct path and

repeated signals) have equal power as seen by

the RX array.
2. The

TX steering vectors, pointing in the direction of the center of the RX array and in the

direction of the
3. The

repeaters, are mutually orthogonal.

RX steering vectors, pointing in the direction of the center of the TX array and in the

direction of the

repeaters, are mutually orthogonal.

4. The TX and RX arrays must be in the far-field of one another.
5. The

repeaters must be in the far-field of both TX and RX arrays.
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By a simple extension of the results in Sections 3.2-3.3, we note that if
gain is considered to be maximized if

(7) for some positive, real-valued

, the multiplexing gain is maximized if

6.3.

, multiplexing
. Likewise, if

.

Approximate Channel Model

The exact channel model presented in Section 5.1 is used in the simulation tool to generate the
results shown in Section 6.5; however, an approximate channel model is presented here as a means to
proving the sufficiency of the conditions presented above. Consider an
configuration where the RX node has

antennas and the TX node has

MIMO link in a LOS

antennas. Applying condition

#4 from Section 6.2, we assume that each node is in the far field of the other array (the range is large
relative to the array size), so we may approximate the LOS channel response of the direct path without
multipath as an outer product of two steering vectors:
(52)
where

is the RX steering vector in the direction of the center of the TX array,

vector in the direction of the center of the RX array,
the path loss of the direct path, and

is the TX steering

is a positive, real-valued variable representing

is a phase term to account for fractional wavelength distances.

This phase term is necessary to construct actual channel gains because the steering vector accounts for
direction only and is blind to range, but the phase term disappears in the analysis, so we do not
compute its value. The steering vectors are given by [60]

(53)

where

is the wave number vector pointing from the center of the RX array to the center of the TX

array,

is the wave number vector pointing from the center of the TX array to the center of the RX
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array,

is the vector from the center of the RX array to the

from the center of the TX array to the
number vector

is given by

Assuming the

RX antenna, and

is the vector

TX antenna. From [60], we note that the norm of any wave

where is the wavelength of the carrier.

repeaters are in the far-field of both TX and RX arrays (condition #5 from

Section 6.2), we may similarly approximate the channel response of the path through the

repeater

as
(54)
where

is the RX steering vector in the direction of the

the direction of the
path through the

repeater,

repeater,

is the TX steering vector in

is a positive, real-valued variable representing the path loss of the

repeater (including loss from two paths and the gain of the repeater), and

is a

phase term to account for fractional wavelength distances.
The composite LOS channel response

may then be approximated as the sum of the channel

responses of the various paths,

(55)

6.4.

Sufficiency Proof

Having applied the fourth and fifth conditions from Section 6.2 to construct an approximate
channel model, we now apply the first three conditions, which we rewrite as follows based on the
parameter definitions above:
1.

for all

2.
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3.
where

is the Kronecker delta. Assuming far-field placement of all elements, we intend to show that
for the case

. The case

follows a very similar analysis, which will not be

presented here because of its redundancy.

(56)

where the last step is accomplished by noting that

is a unitary matrix (from

condition #2).
Having demonstrated that
without proof, that for the

where
case,

for the
where

case and noting,
, we conclude that the

conditions stated in Section 6.2 are sufficient to ensure full multiplexing gain for an
system in a LOS environment using

single-antenna wireless repeaters.
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6.5.

A 4x4 Example

Having demonstrated certain conditions as sufficient for achieving full MIMO multiplexing using
wireless repeaters, we present an example of achieving full multiplexing (approximately four
times the baseline capacity, that is, the capacity without repeater assistance) with a 4x4 MIMO system
assisted by three strategically placed single-antenna wireless repeaters. For the simulations, we use the
channel model of (42) described in Section 5.1 and the amplify-and-forward repeater model of Section
5.2 with results for both noiseless and noisy repeaters incorporating the effects of noise coloring and
amplification. For the results presented here, we assume a carrier frequency of 2.4GHz, a range of
900m, an inter-element spacing of 0.75m (for a total TX/RX array length of 2.25m), and a baseline SNR
of 20dB. Figure 22a shows the capacity of the system (47) with a single noiseless repeater as a function
of the position of that repeater. We also assume the TX/RX nodes and repeaters are in the x-y plane and
define positions in two dimensions.
Figure 22b shows the results of a generalized null-space positioning metric (

):

(57)

where

is the number of wireless repeaters. This metric gives additional insight and offers a practical

methodology for ideal placement of the repeaters. Notice that the metric

is maximized when the TX

and RX steering vectors are mutually orthogonal, which satisfies conditions two and three of Section 6.2.
A more complete development of a similar metric

is given in Section 7.3.
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a) Capacity (C)
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Figure 22. Capacity and positioning metric as a function of the first repeater’s position for a 4x4 system.
Although not visible in the capacity plot of Figure 22, there is more detail inside those large highcapacity areas as shown in the position metric plot (right side) of Figure 22. Notice the existence of nine
areas of optimal placement in Figure 22b that are blurred into one large high-capacity area in Figure
22a. By placing the first repeater at one of these nine locations (450m,19m), we can plot the capacity
and positioning metric as a function of a second repeater’s position. Figure 23 shows the results with a
white circle representing the first repeater’s location.
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Figure 23. Capacity and positioning metric as a function of a second repeater’s position for a 4x4 system.
Placing a second repeater at (450m,-19m), we now consider the capacity and positioning metric
as a function of the third repeater’s position, shown in Figure 24. Again, white circles represent the
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positions of the first two repeaters. We observe that the options for repeater placement diminish with
each successive placement.
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Figure 24. Capacity and positioning metric as a function of the third repeater’s position for a 4x4 system.
Figure 25 shows a plot of the

cross-section of 1) the ideal capacity of Figure 24a (“Ideal

Repeater”) and 2) the capacity using a noisy repeater accounting for repeater-induced noise coloring
and amplification (“Noisy Repeater”). Also shown in the figure are 3) the optimal capacity using 3
repeaters (“Optimal Repeater”), 4) the optimal capacity that could be achieved without repeaters when
the TX/RX arrays employ proper spacing (“Optimal 4x4”), 5) the baseline capacity, or the capacity
obtained by the LOS configuration without repeater assistance (“Baseline”), and 6) the worst case
capacity when the channel matrix is a matrix of ones (“Worst Case”). The “Optimal Repeater” curve is
higher than the “Optimal 4x4” curve simply because of the increase in SNR because of the presence of
the repeaters. The baseline SNR is 20dB, but with three repeaters, the actual SNR is closer to 26dB.
Placing the third repeater at (450m,38m) will yield an optimal capacity (34.6 bps/Hz) for the
ideal repeater model and for a realistic model, about 31.6 bps/Hz. This 9% degradation in capacity is the
result of noise amplification and coloring introduced by the three repeaters. Table 3 shows the
capacities associated with the various curves when three repeaters are placed at (450m,19m), (450m,19m), and (450m,38m).
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4 x 4 Capacity; dr = 0.75m; dt = 0.75m; SNR = 20dB
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Figure 25. Capacity cross-section (x=450m) as a function of third repeater position for a 4x4 system.
Table 3. Link Capacities for various 4x4 assumptions.
Noisy Repeater
31.6 bps/Hz
Ideal Repeater
34.6 bps/Hz
Optimal Repeater
34.6 bps/Hz
Optimal 4x4
26.6 bps/Hz
Baseline
9.3 bps/Hz
Worst Case
8.6 bps/Hz

6.6.

Suboptimal Repeater Placement

Noting the existence of local maxima and minima within the high-capacity regions of Figure 22b,
consider the results of

and

when repeaters are placed in the local minima. Figure 26 shows results

when the first repeater is placed at (450m,27.5m). Again, the white circles represent the position of this
first repeater.
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Figure 26. C and E as a function of the second repeater’s position with a suboptimally-placed initial
repeater.
Comparing these results with those shown in Figure 23, we note that the available capacity is
still quite high for a second repeater’s placement, but the pattern does change. The optimal placements
are compressed downward since we have moved the repeater farther down the plot. Now consider the
results of

and

as a function of a third repeater’s position when we place a second repeater at

(450m,-27.5m) as shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. C and E as a function of the third repeater’s position with two suboptimally-placed initial
repeaters.
Comparing these results with Figure 24, note that the suboptimal placement of two repeaters
has reduced the available capacity of the link from a maximum of approximately 34.7bps/Hz to
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32.9bps/Hz, a 5% degradation. However, the robustness in available positions for the final repeater are
actually improved by these initial suboptimal placements. For the optimally placed repeaters (Figure 24),
approximately 15.0% of the positions simulated exceed a capacity of 31.2bps/Hz (or 90% of the
34.7bps/Hz maximum). For the suboptimally placed repeaters (Figure 27), 40.7% of the positions exceed
a capacity of 29.6bps/Hz (90% of the 32.9bps/Hz maximum) and 15.5% of the positions exceed a
capacity of 31.2bps/Hz (90% of the 34.7bps/Hz maximum). In terms of percentage of maximum, there is
a significant improvement in repeater position robustness at the expense of a small degradation in
capacity. Relative to an absolute capacity, there is a small improvement in position robustness by
placing initial repeaters in suboptimal locations.
Figure 28 shows the CCDF curves associated with both optimal and suboptimal initial repeater
placements over the entire simulated area. Noting that the shape of the curves will be determined by
the arbitrary cutoff of our range of simulated positions, we are not concerned with the values of the
probabilities, but rather the comparison between them. If the link can be considered successful with
capacities at or below 31bps/Hz, for example, we will likely enjoy better robustness in the placement of
our repeaters using suboptimal placements than we would by using optimal placements. The amount of
robustness obviously depends on the specific implementation, but the example given here illustrates an
interesting possibility in designing higher-order RACE systems for MIMO links.
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Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF)
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Figure 28. Ideal Capacity CCDFs over simulated positions for optimally- and suboptimally-placed
repeaters.

6.7.

Discussion

We have demonstrated the potential for achieving full MIMO multiplexing gain in a LOS
environment using

single antenna wireless repeaters. In order to achieve this under these

assumptions, the opposite array and repeaters must be in the far field of both TX and RX arrays,
repeater gains must be calibrated to ensure equal power from all signal paths at the RX, and TX/RX
steering vectors toward the opposite array and toward each repeater must be mutually orthogonal.
Minor deviations from these conditions will yield very good capacity with small variations in the relative
capacity of the spatial subchannels, but the analysis presented here provides the conditions for optimal
capacity.
This analysis may be useful in considering cooperative communications relaying strategies and
configuring MIMO-enabled links in LOS environments. Considering the orthogonality constraints on
steering vectors, it becomes clear that a distribution of repeaters that is widely dispersed in angle
relative to both MIMO arrays is desirable. By considering the repeaters to be scatterers, it is interesting
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to note the relationship between MIMO array size and the required spread in arrival angle of the
multipath components. When the array size is small, the required spread is quite large, but as the array
size grows, introducing more grating lobes in an equivalent beamforming array, the requirement for
orthogonal steering vectors may be met by a much smaller angular spread of scatterers. This is similar to
the results of certain studies relating angular spread to MIMO capacity in NLOS environments [61-62].
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Chapter 7: RACE for Point-to-Multipoint LOS MIMO Links
Having investigated the RACE concept for point-to-point links in Chapters 5 and 6, we propose to
extend the analysis in this chapter to a point-to-multipoint link such as might be found in a ground-to-air
sensor network backhaul link or a cellular environment [63]. This requires that we reconsider some of
our system assumptions in order to explore enabling MIMO multiplexing for a large number of
users/nodes simultaneously over a large geographical distribution.
To motivate the ground-to-air sensor network backhaul application, recall from [9-11] that large
antenna spacings can accommodate full multiplexing gain in LOS environments. We therefore note that
an airborne sink with a 2-element MIMO array with spacing of 14.8m (size of Predator wingspan), flying
at 500m (where typical altitudes might range from 2-9km), yields a maximum capacity of 7.8bps/Hz
without repeater assistance. The worst case is 7.65bps/Hz. At typical altitudes, this baseline is closer to
the worst case. The cellular environment has similar limitations with smaller available array sizes at
lower altitudes. The following analysis seeks to improve upon the baseline using RACE.
The system model we propose for this investigation is described in Section 7.1. The analysis in
this paper relies on three different metrics. The first two are the MIMO capacity (21) and determinant
metric (22) and the third is developed in Section 7.3. The channel matrix feeding these metrics is
computed using the channel model described in Section 5.1 (42). Section 7.3 presents simulation results
followed by a discussion in Section 7.4.

7.1.

System Model

For this analysis, we will assume the existence of a single RX node at the origin or directly above
the origin somewhere on the positive z-axis. We also assume that the antennas of this node form a
uniform linear array (ULA) with antennas positioned in the +/-y direction so the array normal is in the +/x direction. This RX node represents the sensor network sink or fusion center or a cellular base station.
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For simplicity, we will designate this node the “sink” with the understanding that in the cellular
paradigm, it would be known as the base station. A repeater is positioned to assist the link and the
analysis considers the capacity for a link between the fixed RX node and a TX node at various positions
with various ULA orientations. These TX nodes will be designated as the “sensors,” though they may
represent mobile users for a cellular configuration. Thus, the three components of our system model are
1) the sink (RX), 2) the sensor (TX), and 3) the repeater.
Although multiple repeaters may potentially enable higher-order MIMO links, this analysis is
restricted to

or

links with a single repeater. Considering the limited form factor of typical

sensor nodes and handheld mobile devices, this seems to be a reasonable constraint. In the cellular
environment, this system configuration represents the uplink portion of the link, but we may easily swap
the TX/RX nodes to represent the downlink. There will be some small variation in capacity when we
swap the link because of noise coloring and amplification introduced by the repeater, but the simulation
results presented here are restricted to the uplink with a brief discussion of the impact of repeater noise
on the downlink results.
The wireless configuration we propose to analyze is shown in Figure 29. In the figure, the
triangles represent TX/RX MIMO antennas, the black squares are the centers of the MIMO arrays, and
the star represents the repeater. The inter-element antenna spacings are given by “
range by “ ,” and the angle the TX array normal makes with the x-axis is given by

” and “

,” the

.

In order to develop an understanding of the impact of various parameters and to offer a smooth
transition from the results presented in Chapters 5 and 6, initial results in this chapter consider the case
when both the sink and repeater are on the ground and

, the inter-element spacing

used in most of the previous analyses. After the initial analysis, the antenna spacing is reduced to more
realistic values for mobile users and sensor nodes and the sink and repeater nodes are made airborne to
explore the capabilities of a RACE system over a ground-to-air channel for multiple ground-based nodes.
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Figure 29. A 2x2 RACE point-to-multipoint system configuration.

7.2.

A Separable Null Space Metric

Although the channel model introduced in Section 5.1 is used to generate the results presented
in this chapter, the approximate channel model from Section 6.3 (55) is used to derive this chapter’s
third metric using

(22).

Based on (55), we proceed to derive the third metric used in this chapter using
simplicity of analysis, we normalize
equal power or

for all

and define

(22). For

, so if we assume that all paths have

, then

(58)

For the case when

, we can solve for
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as follows:

(59)

where we note that for a square matrix ,
When

.

, a similar analysis results in the identical solution to a similar problem
(60)

So the determinant-metric

(22) may be written as
(61)

when

. This is almost identical to the 2x2 null-space metric (

) of Section 5.4 (51) and

corresponds to the mutual orthogonality constraints of Section 6.2. Note also the separable nature of
this metric. The contribution of the RX steering vectors can be analyzed independently of the TX steering
vectors, so the impact of changes in the TX/RX array configurations may be more easily analyzed by
using this metric. We define the components of (61) as

(62)

Based on the mutual orthogonality constraints of steering vectors from Section 6.2, we extend
this null-space metric for a general

link with

repeaters as

(63)
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where

and

are the RX and TX steering vectors in the direction of the

repeater, respectively.

Similar to the voltage-based metric of (57), this power-based null-space metric is large when, changing
one of the MIMO arrays into a beamformer and pointing the main beam in the direction of the other
MIMO node or any one of the

optimally placed repeaters, every other node/repeater lies in a null

of the resulting beam pattern.
This general form is also separable and may be broken out as

with components

defined as follows:

(64)

Notice that this general metric takes into account the desire for mutually orthogonal steering
vectors, but does not necessarily map directly to the determinant metric (22). For example, when

,

(65)

and

(66)
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which don’t relate to one another through a simple transformation, though the two functions are highly
correlated. Additionally, when

,

will yield a much larger value than

and may be more

useful as a metric for capacity in some cases.

7.3.

Simulation Results

We present here simulation results investigating the impact of various system parameters
including node position, antenna spacing, and sensor array orientation. The goal is to present analyses
to improve the reader’s understanding of the impact of these parameters on capacity for a point-tomultipoint link, ideally to enable MIMO multiplexing for the largest number of sensors/users possible.
Consider the case when both sensor (TX) and sink (RX) nodes have two elements separated by
. Although this distance is extremely large for many sensors, we use it initially to
develop an understanding of the impact of this and other parameters on the performance of multiple
links. The carrier frequency is set at 2.4GHz. Figure 30 shows the results of
in the upper left (

) and upper right (

) subplots respectively,

’s TX/RX components (64)

(63) in the lower left subplot, and

the ideal capacity (47) in the lower right subplot. The position of the sink is fixed at the origin, shown by
the blue circle in the middle of the plots. The position of the repeater is fixed at (0m,500m,0m) as shown
by the blue star. The sensor array orientation (

) is set to be zero with all of the sensor nodes on the

ground (z=0).
Notice the utility of the separable nature of the metric
(

) changes, the RX component of the metric (

(63). As the sensor array orientation

) remains unchanged. This allows us to consider the

impact of the orientation on the TX component of the metric alone and its impact on the link’s capacity.
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Figure 30. EP, EPR, EPT, and C results for dR=dT=0.75m; φT=0; circle=sink position; star=repeater position.
For the upper two subplots, notice the existence of 24 “rays” emanating from the sink node.
This is of interest because the inter-element antenna spacing used to generate these results (
equal to 6 . In

, these rays wrap around and terminate at the repeater, but in

) is

, they extend to

infinity. Observe that close to the sink, both components are nearly identical, indicating that a repeater
placed very far from the service area may make for a more predictable pattern of MIMO-enabled area.
As an example, zooming in around the origin by a factor of 10 results in nearly identical patterns in the
first two subplots of Figure 30.
For the same scenario, Figure 31 shows the required repeater gain
positions (upper left) as well as the baseline capacity (

for various sensor

, the capacity of the link without repeater

assistance) in the upper right, and the colored capacity and ideal capacity in the lower left and right
subplots respectively.
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Figure 31. G1, Cbase, colored and ideal Capacity results for dR=dT=0.75m; φT=0; circle=sink position;
star=repeater position.
For most positions, a repeater gain of approximately 95dB is sufficient, though this is reduced
dramatically as the sensor is brought closer to the repeater and increases as it comes closer to the sink
node. For 90% of the positions shown above, sensor nodes can be supported with repeater gains
ranging from 86 to 102 dB. The improvement over the baseline is less marked as the sensor is brought
close to the sink, so RACE will not be as useful in those cases. Notice also the effect of noise coloring
because of the repeater. This effect is minimized when the sensor is close to the repeater. The
combination of these gain, baseline, and noise coloring effects indicates a preference for the sensor
nodes to be close to the repeater. In a sensor network backhaul configuration, this may lead to better
data rates for nodes that are farther from the data sink. In a cellular network, where downlink is
typically more demanding than uplink, it may be preferable to place the repeater close to the base
station to improve the downlink while accepting a somewhat lower capacity on the uplink because of
noise coloring.
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7.3.1. Sensor Array Orientation
Note that these and most of the subsequent figures present results where

is assumed to be

zero. We briefly explore the impact of this parameter and discuss methods for dealing with unfavorable
orientations. Figure 32 shows results similar to those shown in Figure 30 with the same parameters
except that

.
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Figure 32. G1, Cbase, colored and ideal Capacity results for dR=dT=0.75m; φT=π/6; circle=sink position;
star=repeater position.
Notice the reduced capacity in the direction indicated by the dashed line at an angle of 60o. For
this figure and the next, we have expanded the range of simulated positions by a factor of two in both
dimensions to illustrate this reduced capacity more clearly. This low capacity along that line implies poor
performance for arrays whose normals are perpendicular to the vector connecting the sensor and sink
array centers. Figure 33 corroborates this perpendicular assumption by showing the results where we
set

where low capacity is observed along the line indicated by the dashed line at an
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angle of 45o. This turns out to be the case when the sensor is far away from the sink, with less clarity as
that distances diminishes.
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Figure 33. G1, Cbase, colored and ideal Capacity results for dR=dT=0.75m; φT=π/4; circle=sink position;
star=repeater position.
By considering various non-zero values of

in simulation like the two results shown above, the

author has determined that orientations where the sensor array normal is orthogonal to the line
connecting the two MIMO arrays typically experience significantly degraded capacities. This orthogonal
state is illustrated in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Sensor network link configuration illustrating low-capacity orthogonal state.
However, as the sensor array rotates a few degrees away from orthogonal, the capacity is much
higher, indicating a fair amount of robustness in orientation. In many applications, we will have no
control over

for individual sensors or users, so it is important to consider the impact of this

parameter in designing such a point-to-multipoint system. In densely populated sensor networks, it may
be acceptable to lose connectivity with a small subset of the sensors. Alternatively, a 3- or 4-element
triangle or square array could be used with antenna selection to ensure MIMO multiplexing for every
sensor node.
As an example, consider the 3-element configuration shown in Figure 35. If the sensor array
were composed solely of antennas 1 and 2, the capacity would likely be very poor. By adding a third
antenna in a triangular array, we may intelligently select which two antennas we wish to use and
improve the capacity. In this case, the array might select antennas 2 and 3 for processing.
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Figure 35. Sensor network link configuration illustrating a possible 3-element TX array.

7.3.2. Sensor/Sink Antenna Spacing
Consider now the parameters dictating antenna spacing (

and

). In a sensor network

backhaul configuration, it may be possible for large antenna spacing on the sink, but most likely not for
the ground-based sensor nodes. With this in mind, Figure 36 shows results when

and

to accommodate limited space on the sensor platforms.
Notice the change in

. Instead of 24 high-value rays connecting sink and repeater, with

spacing, there are only two. This should lead to more continuity in the space of MIMO-enabled nodes
leading to more robust coverage. Considering this relationship between antenna spacing and position
robustness, consider the case when

shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 36. EP, EPR, EPT, and C results for dR=0.75 and dT=6.25cm; φT=0; circle=sink position; star=repeater
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Figure 37. EP, EPR, EPT, and C results for dR=dT=6.25cm; φT=0; circle=sink position; star=repeater position.
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Notice the improved robustness of sensor position using smaller array sizes at both ends of the
link. Given the continuity of MIMO-enabled area observed here, it may be desirable for the sink node to
have small spacing for robustness while the sensor may likely have small spacing because of form factor
constraints. It may also be possible to enable MIMO for the parts of the space not served by the first
repeater by employing a second repeater with a beam focused on those low capacity areas. This may
enable the system to provide coverage for the entire immediate area surrounding the sink node from
low altitudes.

7.3.3. Sink/Repeater Altitude
So far, all of the results presented have assumed ground-based sink, sensor, and repeater. This
has allowed us to examine certain behaviors of the link and discuss the impact of various parameters to
some extent. However, the target applications of ground-to-air sensor network backhaul and cellular
systems require the sink and possibly the repeater to be elevated. Figure 39 shows results for the case
when the sink and repeater platforms are raised to an altitude of 500m. This airborne scenario is
represented in Figure 38 showing UAV platforms carrying the sink and repeater nodes collecting
information from ground-based sensor nodes.
This altitude is fairly low for a UAV employed in collecting ground-based sensor data, but quite
high for a tower-based cellular base station. However, by forcing the altitude to be equal to the RX-torepeater spacing, we find significant robustness in TX positioning and note that most of the results scale
well by keeping these distances equal.
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Figure 38. Graphical representation of RACE applied to ground-to-air sensor network backhaul using
UAV-mounted sink and repeater.
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Figure 39. EP, EPR, EPT, and C results for dR=dT=6.25cm with RX and repeater at 500m altitude; φT=0;
circle=sink position; star=repeater position.
Observe the large continuous area for which MIMO multiplexing is enabled for ground-based
sensor nodes. Although nonzero values of

will impact the capacity region shown above, the capacity
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is fairly robust to changes in sensor array orientation that are not too close to the orthogonal constraint
described previously. Averaged over all values of

, the high-capacity region is fairly close to that

depicted above.
Though not pictured here, the required repeater gain ranges from about 90 to 98dB and the
baseline capacity is approximately 7.65bps/Hz for every ground-based sensor position. If the sink-torepeater distance and sink/repeater altitudes are set to 5000m, the graphs look nearly identical to those
shown in Figure 39, the only notable difference being that the required repeater gain ranges from 110 to
118dB, an increase of 20dB for a factor of 10 increase in the distances.

7.4.

Discussion

The use of the RACE concept has been investigated for enabling MIMO multiplexing in a LOS
point-to-multipoint link such as a ground-to-air sensor network backhaul or cellular configuration. Using
a single repeater, such a system can enable multiplexing for a large number of users offering nearly
twice the capacity of the system without repeater assistance. Several system parameters were
investigated in simulation to determine their impact on the multiple links with a view toward improving
capacity for the maximum number of sensors or users. Robustness in position/orientation of these
nodes is therefore desirable.
Some of the parameters investigated include inter-element antenna spacing, TX orientation, and
RX/repeater positioning in 3-D. With the RX representing a data sink or fusion center for sensor
backhaul applications or a base station for cellular configurations, we assume that large arrays may be
accommodated by the sink, but not necessarily by the sensor platform. Large arrays tend to improve
capacity at longer ranges, but with less robustness or continuity in sensor node positioning. Smaller
arrays offer continuity and robustness at the expense of range.
Raising the sink and repeater nodes in altitude can also improve sensor position robustness and
compress the range of repeater gains required to enable full multiplexing for a large area. The effects of
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noise coloring and amplification because of the presence of the repeater tend to favor links where the
sensor is closer to the repeater than to the sink. In sensor backhaul, this leads to better connectivity to
nodes farther from the data sink. In cellular, where downlink may require higher data rates than uplink,
it may be desirable to place the repeater fairly close to the base station.
The orientation of the sensor nodes, while presumably uncontrollable, degrades capacity when
the sensor array normal is orthogonal to the line connecting the sensor and sink arrays (see Figure 34).
This degradation is restricted to a small range of angles close to the orthogonal constraint and may be
mitigated by a triangle or square array and selecting the two most favorable antennas in the array for
communication.
Although the results presented here are restricted to the single repeater case, multiple
repeaters may be employed to expand the area of MIMO-enabled coverage or further enhance
multiplexing. Theoretically, it is possible to yield capacity improvements of a factor of
repeaters.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions
We conclude the investigation of LOS MIMO capacity limitations and enhancements by
reviewing the novel contributions presented in this dissertation and discussing possible future avenues
for further investigation.

8.1.

Contributions

In this dissertation, we have considered the limitations on MIMO capacity in a LOS environment.
In doing so, we have made the following novel contributions:
1) a novel development of the optimal form of a MIMO channel matrix in Section 3.2;
2) the development of a determinant-based metric ( ) for analyzing MIMO capacity in Sections 3.1
and 4.1;
3) a theoretic analysis of upper and lower capacity bounds as a function of

in Section 4.2;

4) an introduction of a repeater-assisted capacity enhancement (RACE) method for enhancing LOS
MIMO capacity in Chapter 5;
5) a detailed simulation-based analysis of repeater position using RACE for a given point-to-point
link configuration in Section 5.3;
6) an introduction of a position-based metric and method of repeater placement in Sections 5.4
and 7.3;
7) a theoretical analysis of repeater position for a general

MIMO link in Chapter 6; and

8) an investigation of RACE for point-to-multipoint links with a discussion of the impact of system
parameters on coverage size and robustness in Chapter 7.
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8.2.

Suggested Future Work

Several avenues for possible future investigation are outlined briefly below.

8.2.1. Antenna Pattern Analysis
All of the analysis to date has assumed omnidirectional antennas at the TX and RX, a rather
simplistic assumption considering that many links will seek to direct energy between nodes to increase
the SNR.
One possible extension to the model then is to allow for analysis incorporating antenna patterns
to be applied to the TX/RX antennas. This tool could be used to consider trade-offs in synthesizing multibeam antennas to focus energy on the opposite node and the repeater(s). This would reduce the energy
coupled directly between the TX/RX nodes, but would most likely improve the multiplexing gain of the
link.
Antenna pattern synthesis may also be considered to improve repeater positioning robustness
by creating wider beams to illuminate swaths of the large capacity regions. These types of trade-offs
could be explored in future studies.

8.2.2. Polarization-Based MIMO Rank Enhancement
In prior studies [64], orthogonal polarization has been found to improve the capacity of a LOS
MIMO link relative to spatially separated single polarization arrays with suboptimal spacings. Utilizing
RACE coupled with orthogonally-polarized antennas, it is likely that a near four-times improvement in
capacity could be obtained with two spatially-separated dual-polarized antennas supported by a single
repeater that accommodates both polarizations. Several questions present themselves involving the
design of such a repeater, the antenna polarizations to be used, whether the repeater can combine the
polarizations and amplify a single chain or act as a dual-polarization repeater with two independent
chains, and whether some amount of linear combination of the received polarizations would yield
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improved performance over simply amplifying and relaying both modes. An investigation into the
impact of such an extension would be interesting, if only to validate the claim that a near four-times
capacity improvement may be obtained with a single repeater.

8.2.3. Rigorous Repeater Model
The repeater model currently incorporates the effect of colored noise and noise amplification,
but does not allow for feedback or cross-talk between multiple repeaters. The modeling of feedback and
cross-talk would be a useful extension of the current model and could be accomplished using the
Wittneben-based colored noise / noise amplification model [33] described in Section 5.2. The dualrepeater model could be represented by Figure 40. The -repeater model is a simple extension of this,
but is difficult to represent clearly in a figure.
The T-parameters form a 2x2 (or in general, a

) feedback matrix where the diagonal

elements represent self-feedback based on repeater isolation and the off-diagonal elements represent
cross-talk. These values would depend on antenna patterns, which would have to be added to the
model as described in Section 8.2.1. These T-parameters could be modeled and the feedback added to
the simulation tool to explore stability issues.
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Figure 40. System model for incorporating repeater feedback and cross-talk.
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The repeater model could then decide how to set its gain relative to what it knows about its
isolation/feedback path and the various path losses experienced in the channel. An example of what the
repeater may or may not know is shown in Table 4. Each of the methods described in the table assumes
knowledge of the link’s range. An initial analysis would probably explore the third column in the table
where the repeater estimates its isolation and has various levels of knowledge regarding path loss.
Table 4. Methods for determining repeater gain based on various knowledge levels the repeater may
obtain relative to isolation and path loss.
Repeater doesn’t know Repeater estimates its
Repeater estimates its
its isolation
isolation
feedback response
Repeater doesn’t know Fix gain to some
Fix gain to minimum of: Filter out feedback path
its path loss
nominal value: based
1) nominal value at left and set gain as at left
on knowledge of range
and 2) isolation (dB)
MINUS stability margin
Repeater estimates Tx- Fix gain to some
Fix gain to minimum of: Filter out feedback path
Rep path loss
nominal value: TX-rep
1) nominal value at left and set gain as at left
path loss (dB) TIMES 2
and 2) isolation (dB)
MINUS direct path loss
MINUS stability margin
estimate
Repeater gets feedback Fix gain to be TOTAL of
Fix gain to minimum of: Filter out feedback path
from RX on TX-RX path
repeated path loss
1) nominal value at left and set gain as at left
loss and estimates TXMINUS direct path loss
and 2) isolation (dB)
rep, rep-RX path losses
MINUS stability margin
This model would allow us to consider more realistic limitations of a repeater and further
explore how useful the concept may be relative to baseline capacity in a real-world scenario.

8.2.4. RACE for Rank-Deficient NLOS Channels
It may be possible to enhance rank-deficient NLOS channels using the RACE method. It would be
interesting to explore physical channel models to yield a better understanding of the potential for RACE
to improve the rank of such channels and explore parameters such as positioning, gain, isolation, etc.
given the limitations of NLOS scattering. Possible candidate channels might include keyhole channels,
limited scattering environments, and MIMO arrays with large antenna correlation properties. The
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extension to NLOS channel models could present very difficult challenges in correlating with physical
environments to develop an understanding for optimal repeater placement.

8.2.5. RACE for Passive Sensor Backhaul
Extending the analysis in Chapter 7, it would be interesting to explore the feasibility of sensor
network backhaul using passive sensor nodes. This configuration assumes the absence of a power
amplifier in the sensor node and requires additional power and/or receiver sensitivity in the airborne
interrogator. This may also have applicability to high-capacity RFID systems in LOS environments. The
channel model would need to be extended to incorporate double-bounce propagation. The channel is
likely best modeled as a product Rician fading channel [65] and certainly behaves differently than the
single fading channel. Such an analysis could build off the simulation framework described in this
dissertation, but will require some channel analysis in the context of radar signal processing. The sensor
node in this case may encode its data by modifying the impedance seen at the antenna in order to
create a “modulated backscatter” signal as seen at the interrogator *66]. This signal would have to be
detected in the presence of ground clutter, much as a radar signal of interest would be processed. Initial
work could include efforts to better understand the bounds of the problem including limitations on
range, and trade-offs between modulation scheme, data rate, Doppler spectrum offset, and SNR
requirements. With a clear understanding of these limitations and a suitable channel model, the RACE
concept could be applied in the context of the realistic scenarios identified by the initial investigation.
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Appendix
The normalization of the channel matrix

is derived as follows:

The capacity of a MIMO link may be written as
(67)
The power at the

RX antenna (

) is given by

(68)

where

is the total transmit power,

component of

is the number of transmit antennas, and

or the channel gain from the

TX antenna to the

is the

RX antenna. The total received

power is given as

(69)

The channel matrix

is usually modeled as a set of random variables. In order to make a fair

comparison between different MIMO configurations, the total transmit power and average power loss
should both be kept constant. In other words, assuming each transmit/receive pair experiences the
same power loss on average,
(70)
should be constant for all

, where

is the average power loss. Then from (69), the total average

received power may be written as
(71)
and
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(72)

Substituting (72) into (71),
(73)
or
(74)
We have constrained the left-hand side of the above equation to be constant for all configurations, so a
fair comparison requires the average received power per RX antenna ( PR ) to be constant. Rewriting the
previous as

, we rewrite the capacity equation as

(75)

where

is the average RX SNR and

(76)

Notice also since

for all

, then by applying (70),

for all

.

This derivation assumes that each antenna pair experiences the same average power loss and is
used in (2) and (35). This may not always be valid as in the case where orthogonal antenna polarizations
are used. The average power loss of the cross-polarization coupling will be much larger than that of the
co-polarization. In such cases, care should be taken to normalize appropriately to yield a fair
comparison.
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Specifically,

would be dictated by the power loss of an antenna pair common to both

configurations (i.e. vertical to vertical polarization).
antenna pairs. In this case,

would then be equal to 1 only for those

can no longer be properly defined as the average received power per

antenna, but should nevertheless be kept constant to make a fair comparison.
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